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Kink. Cops. Murder. Partnered as LAPD homicide detectives Mark and Dan must work to solve two murders
while developing as partners in Leathersex - but with a major difference. Kink. Cops. Detectives. Murder in
Los Angeles of a former porn star. More leather that you can strip from a stockyard, and enough spunk to
coat a condominium. Fast cars and expensive bikes. A privately run underground sex-slave auction. When
two members of the LAPD find themselves drawn into a deadly and sadistic undercover crime ring, they
may find themselves in deeper than they could have imagined. Will Detective Mark and new partner Dan
survive this case to develop their own newfound BDSM sexual relationship? And which will be Dominant
and which submissive? Leather author Alex Ironrod [Leather Days, Deception-PalmSpringsand Cages-
Cathedral City] again fills his pages with murder, intrigue, and hot kinky sex. Leather Knightsis one hot,
sticky crime thriller. This work has been previously published.
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From reader reviews:

William Leininger:

What do you consider book? It is just for students because they're still students or the item for all people in
the world, the particular best subject for that? Just you can be answered for that issue above. Every person
has distinct personality and hobby for every single other. Don't to be forced someone or something that they
don't desire do that. You must know how great and also important the book Leather Nights. All type of book
could you see on many sources. You can look for the internet options or other social media.

Miguel Philip:

This Leather Nights are reliable for you who want to become a successful person, why. The reason why of
this Leather Nights can be one of several great books you must have is usually giving you more than just
simple studying food but feed an individual with information that probably will shock your preceding
knowledge. This book is actually handy, you can bring it everywhere and whenever your conditions both in
e-book and printed kinds. Beside that this Leather Nights forcing you to have an enormous of experience
including rich vocabulary, giving you demo of critical thinking that we realize it useful in your day pastime.
So , let's have it appreciate reading.

James Rodriguez:

A lot of people always spent all their free time to vacation or even go to the outside with them loved ones or
their friend. Did you know? Many a lot of people spent many people free time just watching TV, or even
playing video games all day long. In order to try to find a new activity honestly, that is look different you can
read some sort of book. It is really fun for yourself. If you enjoy the book that you read you can spent the
whole day to reading a reserve. The book Leather Nights it is extremely good to read. There are a lot of
individuals who recommended this book. We were holding enjoying reading this book. Should you did not
have enough space to bring this book you can buy the e-book. You can m0ore easily to read this book
through your smart phone. The price is not to fund but this book has high quality.

Mary Jones:

Is it a person who having spare time in that case spend it whole day by means of watching television
programs or just lying on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Leather Nights can be the
answer, oh how comes? The new book you know. You are therefore out of date, spending your free time by
reading in this brand-new era is common not a nerd activity. So what these guides have than the others?
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